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AN ORAL INTERVIEW WITH: CORBL Y CONRAD

CONDUCTED BY: WALLA CE R. STOWERS

SUBJECT: HUNTINGTON PRIDE IN TOBACCO MARKET

DATES OF INTERVIEW: APRIL 23 & MAY 15, 1984

TYPED & TRANSCRIBED BY: GINA KEHALI KATES

CORBLY CONRAD

Mr. Conrad is a former Huntington Tobacco Market worker. He relates
his work experiences at the tobacco market in the 1920s. He describes
the different types of tobacco brought in to sell at the market, the
prices, how the product was hauled in and from what different areas.
He talks about how youth is involved in present day as 4H projects,
and how they raise their crop and get it sold at the market. He talks
about the various taxes involved, how money is made on the crop, and
the different cigarette companies get their product from the tobacco
markets.

WS: Interview with Corbly Conrad, 952 - 28 th Street, Huntington, West Virginia,
interviewed on April 23 rd , 1984, by Wallace R. Stowers of lV.larshall University. Corbly
Conrad spent over forty some years as floor boss of Huntington Tobacco Market.
CC: Well, I've been loafing around that warehouse ever since 1918. Corbly Conrad's my name.
I've been around there with my dad from 1918. I went to work there in 1927.
WS: What did you do between 1918 and 1927?
CC : I hauled tobacco in there for the farmers . But in the early '20s tobacco was hauled in there
mostly on horses and wagons .
WS : You hauled it with horses and wagons?:
CC : That's right.
WS: What...any certain area?
CC : Out of Mason County and Cabell County.
WS : Mason County? That was a pretty good little haul , wasn't it?
CC : We would haul the tobacco in there with two wagons. And we'd put, hook one wagon to the
other and bring it on to Huntington with one team, two wagons .
WS: You say "we". How many .. .. ?
CC: Well, sometimes it'd be two or three of us hauling . Some would be running one day and
some another.
WS: How long would it take to make a trip? On average?
CC: Well, it would take about a day from Glenwood down here. And round trip from the farm
about two days down and one day back. But you'd have to wait maybe two or three days over
here to get unloaded. There was a big horse barn over there, fed the horses.
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WS: Big horse barn? Where was that?
CC : It was right in back of the warehouse .
WS: Down at 26 th Street?
CC: Down at 26 th Street. There was a big watering trough outside of where the warehouse is
now, that the farmers would bring their horses up there and water them.
WS: While you were waiting, what did everybody do? Just kind of sit around?
CC: Just loaf around. There was a big farmers restroom they called it there. You just laid around
and drank coffee and lied to one another. [chuckles]
WS: Was it like we way a little social gathering?
CC : Oh, yeah.
WS : Did you expect to have a layover?
CC : You always expected a layover. And then, from '27 on it was mostly brought in by truck. I
used a truck to haul the tobacco. Worked in the warehouse to haul tobacco to the farmer. And I
growed tobacco .
WS: Did you grow it around here, in Cabell County?
CC: I growed it in Mason County.
WS: How many acres did you grow?
CC: Well, I'd grow six, seven thousand pounds.
WS : That's a lot of work, isn't it?
CC: A lot of work. Last crop I growed was in '32, I sold it, averaged $4.80 [inaudible] .... I told
my father, I said, "I'm going to quit growing tobacco right now."
WS : That's a pretty low price.
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CC: That was low.
WS: About how much per pound would that be?
CC: That's $4.80 a hundred. That was very low. And I quit right then.
WS: If you had to kind oflike estimate, the average amount of tobacco grown on any regular
farm, you'd say what? Two or three acres? Half acre? How much acreage would you say?
CC: You mean in West Virginia? (WS : In West Virginia) The average base in West Virginia
would be, this is just a guess, I would say from an acre to an acre and a half.
WS: Have you seen any kind of changes over the years in that? Raise more or less, or combined
farms or anything?
CC: Well, they've combined these farms. There's a lot of bigger growers now . Of course,
there's still a lot of small ones. But we have some good growers.
WS: Have you seen any changes on the farm itself, changes in where they raise tobacco and how
they prepare it and stuff?
CC: They have a better way of preparing their land than what they used to. They use more
fertilize.
WS: Used to? What did they use to do ,
CC: Well , they didn't do anything, but just clear up a patch of ground and farm it to death.
WS: Did they put manure or any type of thing on it?
CC: They put manure on it. Now they use a lot of fertilizer.
WS: Did they used to raise it in the same spot, bottom land, or did they raise it higher up?
CC: They raised it in both places. High up and in the bottom. Mostly bottom, when they had
bottoms. A lot of these West Virginia farmers didn't have no bottoms.
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WS : Is that when they raised it on the hill?
CC: That 's right.
WS: If someone had bottoms, would some people still raise it on the top?
CC: Yeah, a lot of 'em raised it on the hilltops.
WS : Was there any reason say for a certain type of tobacco for that?
CC: You could grow different types of tobacco , according to where you were going to grow it at.
WS: What kind oftobacco ... what would the tobacco look like growing on top of a hill?
CC: It's usually a thinner, better grade of tobacco .
WS: A better grade? (CC: A better grade) Would it weigh more, less, than that in the bottom
land?
CC: You usually get more weight at the bottom. Because it grows bigger. I mean, more pounds
per acre.
WS : Have you seen any changes in the types of grades that the farmers ... .?
CC : Well, back in the early days they'd make ten or twelve grades. Today they're only making
three and four grades. A lot of them are only grading it out in two grades today .
WS : Two grades? Why the two grades? Do they have names for them?
CC: Well, yes, they call them tops and bottoms. They put the trash and and lugs together. And
they put their bright leaf and reds together, put 'em in two grades. But that's not the proper way
to do it. You should have at least three . And four would be better. The better farmers puts it in
four grades.
WS : Today? (CC: Today) You said there used to be ten to twelve grades?
CC: There used to be ten or twelve.
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WS: Do you remember the names of the grades, or anything about it?
CC : Well, they had fly, lugs, white lugs, dark lugs. Then you'd come into your bright leaf, thin
bright, dark bright, and then you come into your red leaf and you had long red, short red, medium
red, and tips. Then you had an off grade, green or something like that. But you ended up with
ten, twelve grades.
WS: What was one grade you tried your best not to damage or to mess up on? Was there any one
grade?
CC : Well, you tried to take better care of your lugs and your bright leaves, than anything else .
That was your two main grades .
WS: What about...you said your fly and trash? What. .. .?
CC : Well, your good trash [inaudible] .. .. and tips didn't bring much. Good reds [inaudible]. .. .
Good red leaf today is a good tobacco. I mean, it sells right up there with any of the grades.
WS : Was there any, did anyone ever try to make more reds or bright leaves, [inaudible ]. ... certain
type of hoeing or something would produce better this or that? Anything like that?
CC: No. You come up with all them grades, regardless of how you work it. But you strip it off
and go on up the stalk stripping, well, e~ch grade you find [inaudible]. ..on the bottom, then your
trash, then your lugs, then your bright leaves, then reds, keep going .
WS: When you haul tobacco for the farmers, did you have containers? How did you get it onto
the wagon? On a stick, or in .... ?
CC: Back in the early days you [inaudible]. ... .two or three at a time. Then they started putting it
on a stick and hauling it in on sticks and just pick it up. It was a very great improvement. And
then, in the later years, they're baling 80 or 85% of their tobacco [inaudible] ... today's market.
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WS: How come they didn't do that before, do you know?
CC: They just didn't want it that way. And they never thought of it. They've improved
[inaudible]. ...
WS: Do you have any idea why they've improved it? I mean, have they kind of studied
something .. ..?
CC: Well, the companies .. . [inaudible]. .. Reynolds Tobacco Company was a big sponsor of
getting them started baling tobacco. Seemed like they could handle it better, I suppose.
WS: Do you know if they had any certain reason why they wanted .... ?
CC: I don't know the reason. But they had a reason, because they're the ones that sponsored a lot
ofit, advertised it daily.
WS: As far as you remember, from the time like Reynolds started tryil).g to get baled tobacco,
how long did it take before the farmers started going .... ?
CC: Well, the first year it was probably ten percent of it baled and then it'd come on up a little
more every year 'ti! it's up 85, 80% of it baled today.
WS: How did the regular farmer find out about this .. .. ?
CC: They had tobacco meetings, farmer~ did . Warehouse advertised it.
WS: How'd they advertise it?
CC: On the radio, papers. Then they 'd have big farm meetings over here at the warehouse,
farmers would all come in . They'd have it explained to them.
WS: Who would explain this?
CC: Whoever owned the warehouse usually. They'd send us boys out in the country to talk to
them. I went out a lot and talked to the farmers.
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WS: That'd take a great deal of time to go out each individual farm to .. ..?
CC: Well, we'd have meetings, a meeting up Hamlin or Griffithsville or Salt Rock, around that
way, and the farmers all' d come in.
WS: How many farmers would even show up there, if you had to guess a number?
CC: Sometimes there'd be a dozen, maybe there'd be fifty.
WS: How long would these meetings usually last?
CC: An hour, hour and a half. They'd explain how to take care of the plant beds and what kind
of fertilize to use and all these things. It was interesting.
WS: At each of these meetings, were the newest and latest techniques [inaudible]. .. .
CC: Always improving things.
WS: And each meeting always went over everything, the newest stuff, it wasn't just one thing
you had meetings ... ?
CC: No, you could always come up with something new.
WS: When the Department of Agriculture , county agents .....
CC: County agents were around a lot of the meetings.
WS : When did they first start, the county agents around here in West Virginia. start getting ative
or whatever?
CC: I'd say back in the '40s.
WS: They weren't too active in the '30s?
CC: No. Didn't hear much about 'em in the '30s.
WS : These county agents, were they specialists, or were they from the farm or did they have
college degrees in agriculture, or do you know?
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CC: They probably had college degrees. But they didn't seem to know too much about farming,
a lot of 'em.
WS : Were there any .. .. these first agriculture agents, were they ... ifyou had to kind of guess an
age, were they young, medium age or .... ?
CC: I'd say an average age would be thirty-five or forty. We had farmer Glick was the agent here
for years in Cabell County . Called him farmer Glick. He was a great county agent. He tried to
help everybody . And he was around the market. He was one of your leaders of the county
agents, trying to get this program going everywhere. Farmer Glick. He'd come around every
morning and talk to the farmers over at the warehouse . He had a big farm up at Glenwood,
growed tobacco .
WS: Did they have any like experimental farm or something? Kind of like experimenting with
new type of fertilizers or something?
CC: We didn't have back in the '30s. See, it started up in the '40s pretty much [inaudible] .. ..
Had one up here in Mason County, he done a right good job. I experimented on different
fertilizers and different types if tobacco.
WS: About how long did they usually allpw, or did it take between starting a new project or
something and getting the results applied here? Like three or four years? Did they try this new
stuff or ... ?
CC: Well, it came on pretty good the second year. They built it up fast. They come up with
something new.
WS : This was a pretty strong effort to ... ?
CC: Oh, yeah. Because that was a money crop and these farmers'd really pay attention .. ...
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WS: There's no, any of the farmers kind of prefer not to have something different, to take old
traditions ..... ?
CC : Well, we had some old farmers that wanted to do it the old way. But we still have that
today, a few. [chuckles]
WS: When you haul tobacco to the market, did a lot of the farmers, were they there when they
sold the tobacco, or did they have ... you know, just wait for the check to come in? How ... did the
regular farmers .... ?
CC: Well, a lot of the farmers stayed around for the tobacco sale, to pick their check up.
WS: On auction day, when there's so much tobacco being sold, if you had to guess how many
farmers were in the market, would you say ... how many would you say would be in the market at
one time, farmers and sellers?
CC: Oh, I would say farmers ... oh, around a hundred, a hundred and twenty-five, something like
that.
WS: Would that change every day?
CC : Sometimes.
WS: How did they ... did they come dres,sed up or wear work clothes or casual?
CC: They'd come like they were farmers. They'd come in with their work clothes on, 90% of
them.
WS: What did they do while they were waiting for their tobacco to be sold or pick up a check?
Did they just kind of. ... ?
CC: They had a farmers waiting room over there. And they'd sit around over there, at the office,
until the check came out.
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WS: Did the farmers ever try to have their tobacco lined up to be sold when they knew some of
their friends were having theirs the same day?
CC: That's right.
WS: Did they just say, give me a number and sell it?
CC: Well, the farmers, a lot of them called [inaudible] ... .because they were going to sell on a
certain day and they wanted to come in together. And I always try to spot their tobacco on the
floor the best I can, so they can come in together and go home together.
WS: Is that kind of like a tradition or something? Has it been going on for years and years?
CC: Every since I've been floor manager around there, since back in the '40s. And that's the
way it's been.
WS: It gives it a pretty good personal touch, wouldn't it?
CC: And they call and want to sell early in the morning and some wants to sell afternoons, they
have to work some place and can't get there 'ti! afternoon. So I try to sell their tobacco when
they can .. ..
WS: Did you ever get bogged down with your, thirty people a day wanting this time, that time,
this time .. .. .?
CC: Oh, you get bogged down sometimes.
WS: Did you carry a little notebook, clipboard, or just kind of keep it in your head or .... ?
CC: Keep it in your head.
WS : You had to be standing there thinking all the time?
CC: You were always planning .
WS : Did this go on six days a week or five days a week or. ... ?
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CC: Seven days.
WS Seven days a week.
CC: You have five sales. But we receive tobacco seven days a week.
WS The night, too?
CC: We don't work on nights . If we're crowded, we work up in the night sometimes, getting
trucks unloaded.
WS: How many people did you usually have working, unloading trucks and getting things
squared away?
CC : Back in the '30s, they would use all the way from ninety to a hundred and twenty. That's
when they was handling what we called loose. And when they started putting it on sticks, it cut
the labor force down to about seventy . And today it's cut down to oh, forty to fifty today. In
other words, we cut it down to about two thirds. A labor man hour is about a third to what it was
back in the ' 30s.
WS: In the '30s, did they have a set amount of work crews? Or is it [inaudible] .... three or four
people? Do you always have a set amount on the work crew?
CC: We always had a pretty good amoupt there . It's pretty much the same every day . Of course,
you had ' em coming and going, some of 'em quitting and you just hire new ones.
WS: Who did the interviews? Did you talk with them or did the owners of the market or.. .. ?
CC: Well, since I've been the manager, floor manager, I do the talking to them. I'm can about
tell by the looks of a fellow whether he' II work or not.
WS: Did you prefer someone who grew up on a tobacco farm? Or did it matter, as long as he
worked hard?
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CC: It didn't make too much difference to me. If they would just work. It's easy to show 'em
how to do it.
WS: If you kind of had to guess, would you say most of the workers over the years, have there
been ... have they grown up on tobacco farms? Have they been city people?
CC : A big lot of them have grown up on tobacco farms . They're good workers. They know a
little more about it. And they're usually pretty good workers.
WS: Did you .... these men working for you, did they ... when they finished a job at the warehouse,
did they go back to the farm, if they were working on a farm?
CC: A lot of them did. A lot of them would tie the tobacco out and bring it to market. Then
they'd waht to work a few weeks, get 'em a little extra money.
WS : Where did they stay for those few weeks, then?
CC : There was a lot of boarding houses over around 26 th Street, dozens of them. And they would
stay there, had room, got room and board for about a dollar a day .
WS : A dollar a day. And then they'd get [inaudible] ... and then they'd go back ....
CC: Go back to the farm .
WS: It was a seasonal ....
CC: Back in the '30s, and in the early ' 40s, I remember in the tobacco market there was at least
oh, ten or twelve restaurants around that market there. Because the farmers would come in there
sometimes, it'd be two weeks before they'd get unloaded. They'd have big crowds there and
they'd have to have a place to eat and sleep.
WS: You said about twelve restaurants?
CC: Ten or twelve restaurants around there.
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WS : Did those restaurants have a speciality or was it basic food or what?
CC: It was basic food, just what them old farmers liked . Pinto beans and potatoes and corn
bread. Rough stuff All they wanted, a lot of it.
WS: Can your recall the names of any of these restaurants? Did they have catchy names, you
might say?
CC: Well, the East End, Chapman's, Tommy Chapman had worked there for years . Him and his
wife run a restaurant there for years . Todd Chapman run a restaurant there. Miss Franklin run a
restaurant there . Robinson run a restaurant there . Whispering Willy , I don't know what his
name was, run a restaurant there . (WS: Whispering Willy?) Yeah . Oh, a lot of 'em. Carrico,
Everett Carrico run a restaurant there. Jack Hall and his wife run-, served meals out there. A
fine meal, all you could eat for thirty-five cents.
WS: Pretty good deal.
CC: It was nice. And we enjoyed it.
WS : Being around the restaurants when everyone was eating, what was the atmosphere like?
Pretty hectic or just...?
CC: Oh, they were busy . Busy . You cc;iuldn't hardly get in the place at dinner hour.
WS: What time did they open up?
CC: They'd start serving breakfast about five-thirty in the morning.
WS : Farmers breakfast.
CC: Yes.
WS: Were they pretty busy then, too?
CC: Oh, yeah. Of course, now, the farmers are more nervous today . If they come in to unload
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tobacco today, and if they're not unloading in about an hour, they're about ready to blow their
top.
WS: Men don ' t have no patience.
CC : Don't have no patience .
WS : If they're kind of stranded for a couple of hours or three or four hours ... .
CC: They're fussing .
WS : What, do they start yelling or do they just kind of be grumpy or how ... .?
CC: Well, they're contrary, some of 'em. Always complaining if they have to wait a few
minutes . WS: Kind of like modern America.
CC: That's the way she goes.
WS: The earlier farmers, when they brought their tobacco to market, [tape off then on]. ...... the
early farmers, were there a lot of pride in being a tobacco farmer? I mean .... ?
CC: The early farmers, old time farmers, we called 'em, a lot of them'd take a lot of pride in
putting their tobacco up neat.
WS : It wasn't just strictly a cash crop. It was kind of like a pride in .. ..
CC: They took a lot of pride in putting tqat tobacco up.
WS: That's the way .. .. [inaudible] ....
CC: Of course, you had some farmers who didn't care how you handled it. They were just rough.

WS: As long as they got their cash crop sold.
CC: Yep .
WS: Did [inaudible] .. ..pretty much know what his tobacco was going to look like? I mean, over
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the years?
CC : When a farmer comes in, you can usually look at the way he has his tarp tied over his
tobacco and how square his load is, and what the tobacco's going to look like when he uncovers
it and throws it off. You can tell right away whether he's a neat farmer or a rough one.
WS: Can you go into that with any more detail?
CC: Well, if he puts his tobacco up neat on his wagon or his truck, his tobacco's going to be tied
up neat and graded out right. And you can follow him back home and go around his barn and
you'll find everything cleaned up and you don't have sticks and trash and everything throwed all
over his barn. He's going to have everything cleaned up out there.
WS: So there was a lot of pride in the tradition of tobacco farming.
CC: You can tell by the way a farmer brings his tobacco in, what things looks like back out on
the farm where he lives.
WS : These farmers, were they more easy to convince to try the latest methods and techniques and
do any different?
CC: These younger boys today will pay more attention to what you tell 'em, to try to improve
things . The older ones, they have their ,way of doing things and they're hard to change.
WS: Takes a lot of tradition to change, I guess .
CC: They believe in whatever Grandpa done, that's the way they wanted to do it.
WS: Do you see much of fathers and sons or grandfathers and grandsons raising tobacco
together?
CC: Oh, yeah, yes, sir.
WS: Was that a usual thing or kind of a .... ?
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CC: That's been all down through history. Father and son, grandfather, and all that stuff
WS: Does it seem a lot different from today?
CC: Well, it's a little different. Father and son, they help one another a lot. The son likes the
money, and the father has to do a lot of the work, because the son's usually gone, he's working
another job some place. And farming, tobacco farming in West Virginia, is sort of a side line .
WS: :Has it been that way all the time?
CC: Well, back several years ago when they farmed, they didn't have, wasn't working .. .. But
today, they'll all work a few hours on a crop of tobacco and then they'll have jobs around the
factories and things . Not too many straight farmers today in the tobacco business in West
Virginia, very few.
WS: Did it used to be a full time job, or .... ?
CC: It was pretty much a full time job, thirty-five, forty years ago .
WS: Do you happen to know, did they have other type of crops they so ld, cash crops, besides
tobacco? Like raising an apple orchard or sell corn or something like this? Did they do that?
CC: They'd grow some corn, a few of 'em along the river, but these back in these hills where
tobacco grows, they don't grow much of.anything else. They sell a few cattle .
WS : But the main income was .... (CC: Tobacco) .. .tobacco.
CC: That was the cash crop. Back in the '30s and up in there, you'd go to the store and grow
your, grow your crop of tobacco and go to the store and get credit, buy your groceries until you
sold your tobacco.
WS : What if your tobacco didn't sell too well? Did you .... ?
CC: You'd have to carry it over and hope you do better the next year?
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WS: Did it happen very often, if you had two or three bad crops in the year, you should
be .... pretty far in debt?
CC: (inaudible]. ... credit, and you have two or three bad crops , they'd probably take your farm
away from you.
WS : Does that happen much? Did you ever have ....
CC : Not too much. You take Holley Brothers here in Milton ran a store there for years, they'd
credit all the farmers up in that country. As long as you had tobacco, you could get credit.
WS: You said the Holley Brothers gave credit? How many farmers would you say they gave
credit to?
CC: Holley Brothers credit at Milton?
WS: If you had to kind of guess how many farmers went to their store?
CC : I would say a hundred fifty, two-hundred, I would say they had on their books.
WS: The Holley Brothers, did they go to the tobacco auctions to see how the .. .. ?
CC: Not very much.
WS : Even though they had kind of like an interest in it?
CC: They had an interest in it, because th:=m farmers were the ones keeping them in business .
WS: But they never got to the tobacco markets, or just never saw 'em ?
CC : I never did see any of them back there . And I've been around for years. They finally ended
up taking in a few farms . (WS : They did) Not many.
WS: The stores supplying credit, did they always try to get the latest fertilizer, and tools and
techniques?
CC: Oh, yeah, they try to get the best equipment for the farmers, to help the grower all they
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could.
WS : How do they find out what's the best? The stores? Do they have agents, fertilize agents?
CC: Yeah, fertilize agents who go and talk to them.
WS: About how many fertilizer agents used to be around say in the '3 0s, do you know? If you
had a to guess a number.
CC: Well, I know there was two or three in Milton that sold fertilize, and up Hurricane, and
Gallipolis .....
END OF SIDE 1 - BEGIN SIDE 2 - TAPE 1
WS: . . .you said there were a couple in Gallipolis and some in Milton?
CC: Yeah, there were several, a lot of these farmers would go to Gallipolis and buy their seeds,
have 'em shipped down to Glenwood, all up through there on a boat and they ' d pick it up.
WS : How many farmers would come in from Ohio to Huntington?
CC : There were a lot of farmers, quite a few. Lawrence County and Gallia County, a lot of
farmers .
WS: Would you say about as many as the counties around in West Virginia or more? Or less?
CC: Well , back in then, the early days, ?bout the same. Gallia County, Ohio grows a lot of
tobacco .
WS : Do they have, are the farms about the same size? Do you know?
CC: There seems like there's more tobacco . They're bigger farms over there, they grow more.
They don't bring it all to Huntington. They go to Ripley and Maysville, whatever.
WS : If a farmer sold his tobacco, would he sell it at one spot or would he sell like [inaudible] ....
CC : It'll all be lined up right down there together. Unless you choose to just bring in certain
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grades on a certain day. Then you'd sell it and maybe bring the other grades in later.
WS: Would someone choose to do that sometimes?
CC: Sometimes they do that.
WS: Why would they want to spread it out like that?
CC: Well, some growers take a lot of pride, and they like to get their name in the paper. And
they'll pick out some of their best grades and bring it in and sell it. And that gives them a greater
average. And then they'll bring the common in later. It gets their name in the paper.
WS: Does it usually work?
CC: Works pretty good.
WS: Some of the auctioneers that sold tobacco, what was their background and where'd they
come from and how did they get into the auctioneering business? It's kind of a vague question.
But .. ;.
CC: Well, the most of the auctioneers in the burley years back came out of Kentucky.
WS: You say years back, like what .... ?
CC: Back in the '30s. But then we come on up, we had a good auctioneer from Milton, fellow by
the name of Shandling. We called him, Bad Eye Shandling. From Milton. He was a good
auctioneer. Sid McCom:as, he was from Huntington. He was a good auctioneer. But the most of
'em were from Kentucky. Today most of your auctioneers comes out of [inaudible] .. ...
WS: The East coast?
CC: That's right.
WS: How come that kind ofchanged, or how come that's happening?
CC : I don't know. It seemed like that was the way it worked out.
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WS : How does a person become an auctioneer? How many years would it take, you think? How
do they go about the steps for training of becoming an auctioneer?
CC: You just get out there in the line and start yakking. And the first thing you
know ... .. [laughing]
WS : How long do the auctioneers usually take before ... .. ?
CC: You mean before they take a job? Oh, they work a few years. They go to schools for it.
There's auctioneer schools . They pick it up pretty ... ..
WS: Were there any around here?
CC: No . Out West some place. I forget what state it was out there. I had a nephew out there
once at school learning how to be an auctioneer. And he was out there about six weeks and made
a good auctioneer. He never auctioneered tobacco . He auctioneered around these cattle sales.
WS : An auctioneer, tobacco auctioneer, could he always stay with tobacco if he didn't auction
anything else?
CC: They stay with tobacco pretty much.
WS: What do they do like ... in the months, off season?
CC : Well, you see , they're not off too m1:1ch . They sell in the South. Then they come on up this
way, come on up North and sell around there. And then they come in here and they'll start
selling in the South in July . (WS: July?) July, August, September and October. Come up here
in November, come up in the burley section. Then they have a later market in Maryland, some of
them goes over there and auctioneers .
WS: Later? What month?
CC: Well, in Febrnary, I would say .
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WS: When does that market finish up ... roughly?
CC: I would say February and March.
WS: Then between March and July, do they sell anything?
CC: Oh, I don't know.
WS : The auctioneers, were they farmers themselves?
CC: A lot of them were farmers . And they work in warehouses. And work around in the plants
where these companies are buyers, all them , they work the plants. They get 'em a summer time
job.
WS : Are they paid a salary or wage or commission or ... or .. .how do they get paid and make a
living?
CC : They get a right good pay . They get so much ... well, say an auctioneer would come up here
from down South to auctioneer in Huntington . I don't know what he would get. But he'd get a
nice piece of money . Then he goes on. They make enough in them few months they don't need
to work maybe.
WS: They spend quite a few years on the road, then .... ?
CC: Oh, yeah, they have big expenses on the road, motels and travel.
WS: Would they pay for it themselves or .... ?
CC: They pay their own expenses.
WS : The auctioneers, do they usually ... do you know if they had large families, small families,
were they married?
CC: Most of them are married.
WS : Most of them were married? Do they have large families or small?
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CC: Well, you never know. You never know much about the families . They ' re all pretty good
boys. You find one once in a while that's pretty bad to get drunk .
WS : Being out on the road.
CC: Being on the road and away from home . He'll get into things . But the most of them are all
right.
WS: Over the years, the regular auctioneer, about how .. .did they have kind of like a certain age
span where they were most successful and most, most well-known and stuff? How long did it
take to become well-known, how long once your well-known?
CC : I would say an auctioneer I would say about twenty years would be the end of you.
WS: It took a few years to get his reputation built up?
CC: Now, you take John McNeil, from Pt. Pleasant, auctioneered more in Huntington, I would
say more years than anyone I know of.
WS: That's about how many years ?
CC : I'd say maybe ten or fifteen years maybe. He was a good auctioneer. And he quit
auctioneering and went in the real estate business. But he still goes to these big farm sales that
they have .... Good auctioneer, good maf\.
WS : Did he enjoy auctioneering, too ?
CC: Oh, he had a big time .
WS: How do they develop that .. .. (referring to his fast talk] ....
CC : I don't know. I never did try.
WS : What do they call it? That chant or technique? Do they have a name for it?
CC: Yeah, but I don't know what it is. a
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WS: Do they ever. .. did you ever ask him how they keep their voice from tiring out? Did they
have a certain way of.. ..?
CC: Yeah, I don't know how they keep their voice . It's ...they have a lot [inaudible ]. .. and you're
going down this row and you're looking at them buyers over there. You've got to remember
their names and all that, and from what company they' re from. Then when they bid, someone
will throw up his finger, some two fingers, some will wink at you and they'll have all kinds of
signs on their bidding. You've got to keep your eye focused on them seven or eight buyers at all
times. Or you're liable to miss a bid.
WS : What happens if you miss a bid?
CC : Well, you just have to give to the one you thought had the highest bid.
WS:

You said like the signal would be a finger here or touch stuff ...

CC: Yeah, or wink at you, or rub his eye .. ...
WS: Did each buyer have his own ... .
CC: He had his own thing .
WS: Like another buyer decides to use someone else's raised finger tricks ....
CC : No, they don't do that . They keep it pretty straight.
WS: How long would it take an auctioneer to learn all this?
CC: Oh, it wouldn't take long. Because it's kind of bred into them, it seems like. But you've

got to keep in mind, [inaudible]. ..on the other side. And a man walking right in front of the
auctioneer. The sale started, he starts it. And he' II say eighty cents or ninety cents, a dollar and a
half, whatever it might be. The auctioneer takes it from there. And the buyer starts bidding on it.
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WS: The sale starts, how does he know what...how does he pick a number to start at? Is there

any ....
CC: Well, he's got to know the tobacco. He 's got to pretty well know what the pile of tobacco

was.
WS : How does he know ... according to what it was five years ago, or two years ago? Is it relative

worth or .. ...?
CC: No, every year is a little different. Of course, like this year, and last year, you didn't have to

know anything about tobacco, because it all went to a pool, the government's taking it all.
Taking ninety-five percent of it. So you just.... And the government already had a price set on it.
You'd look at that price and pay a dollar ninety. The auctioneer would start out a dollar ninety .
If nobody else comes up with any more, why, [inaudible]. .. keeps on going down the road .
WS: How does the government decide upon their number
CC : They have graders that 's been trained to go in there and grade that tobacco .

WS: Who trains the government graders?
CC : I don't know. They 've got graders that goes to schools. They've got a hundred and some

grades. You've got to learn al! them grades.
WS: Have these grades always been there in the l 930's and ' 20s, did they have these grades?

The government graders?
CC: Back in the '20s and '30s they didn't have grades.
WS: You said they once had ten or twelve grades on the farm. The government has about a

hundred, so, how come the difference, the farmer only has ten or twelve grades? Any idea why
the government should decide they'd be a hundred or so?
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CC: You're growing tobacco over here in this field and I'm growing over here in another field

and we're planting the same kind of tobacco with the same kind of fertilizer. There's going to be
a difference in the tobacco that comes in on the floor. And maybe you'll have a B2F, bright leaf,
maybe my bright leaf will be on the same type of tobacco, looks a lot a like, but maybe I'll have a
B5F, a darker tobacco. Maybe it'll be a B5R, a bright leaf. B5R, BSF, all that. X2L and all
them things .
WS: You mentioned one might be darker and one might be lighter. If you had any basic criteria

or things to judge by, what would it be like? Color and what are the others?
CC : Mostly color.

WS: Feel or texture have anything to with it?
CC: Well, that has a lot to do with it.

WS: [inaudible] .. ..bottom land or sandy soil tobacco, does that enter into it?
CC: Well, they can pretty well tell what kind of soil it's growed on, by looking at the tobacco.

WS : Did they used to ... is Huntington the only tobacco market in this area?
CC : Well, back in the, there was a tobacco market in Hurricane.

WS : How long ago was it operating?
CC : It was back in the early '30s, I think, back when it closed .

WS: When it closed?
CC: Yeah, there was one in Gallipolis [Ohio]. They'd have a sale in Hurricane one day, and that

set of buyers would go to Gallipolis the next day. Every other day they'd have a sale in
Hurricane, and every other day they'd have one in Gallipolis . Then [inaudible] .. kept going
down. It wasn't profitable. So they went out of business.
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WS: These other markets, were they ... compared to the Huntington market, were there any
difference in size? One's bigger, smaller, or handles more?
CC: Well, Huntington still handled more tobacco than Hurricane and Gallipolis put together.

WS: Who ran the markets in Hurricane or Gallipolis? Were they different people or was it the
same people who owned the same market?
CC: Well, there was a bunch of guys went together. Grace and Thornton at one time was a, well,

he started the Huntington market back in the '20s. And Spillman run the east side and he ran the
west side. And then he bought tobacco and he quit that and went in the warehouse business. But
he run Thornton and McKee's market in Hurricane . There's a lot of McKee 's in Hurricane. And
Doug Holley and a bunch of them Thornton's run that one in Gallipolis.

WS : Doug Holley ? Was he the same Holley brothers?
CC: No, he was a different Holley.

WS : The market in Gallipolis or Hurricane, you said they went out and closed up in the 1930s?
CC: Sometime in the '30s.

WS: Was it like mid-'30s, early '3 0s or late?
CC: I'd say it was the mid-'30s .

WS : Right in the middle of The Depression?
CC: Yeah,just, The Depression was just about over. It'd get a little better.

WS: When The Depression hit, did it really drastically ... did it have an effect on the farmers
around here, or did it.... ?
CC: Oh, yeah, tobacco didn't bring anything. I've seen lots of tobacco sell for a cent a pound.

vVS: One cent a pound?
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CC: One cent a pound.

WS: Did that happen like two or three years in a row or just a really bad year?
CC: Well, two or three years in a row during The Depression. I've seen a lot of

[inaudible ] .... wouldn't even bid on it.

WS: What would the farmer do then?
CC : He'd just, ifhe had his wagon there, he'd take it home with him . Ifhe didn't, he'd just

leave it sitting there in the warehouse, and take it to the dump, or do whatever he could with it.

WS: Would it just be bad looking tobacco or.. .. ?
CC: Mostly red leaf. There's wasn't no demand for red leaf then. Now, your good reds was all

right. But your short red and dark red, they didn't want it [inaudible) ....

WS : But there's a, if there's no demand for it, the buyer wouldn't buy it, right? (CC: Right) But
if a farmer be able to tell like two or three years in advance if there is demand for it enough? He
wouldn't suddenly find one year that he's got a thousand pounds, no demand and he's out?
CC: No, he wouldn't have no way of knowing .

WS: He could actually find out the morning he sells his tobacco? Is there any way to judge
what's going to happen two or three years dovvn the road?
CC: You would learn as you go along, more about what types of tobacco they want. And you try

to grow it.

WS: How do farmers learn this? How would they get the feel for it?
CC: Just, well, when they, the cigarette tobacco, they sit the tobacco closer together and made it

thinner. They wanted thin tobacco for their cigarettes back years ago. Now, when they've come
up with these filter tips, they 're wanting a thicker tobacco . So they use a lot of red, to give it
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some flavor for these filters.

WS: Any new innovation in the tobacco industry, whatever...do they come up with a new use in a
few years, would there be tobacco grown to match that use?
CC : They try to grow tobacco just like the company's want.

WS: What about the chewing tobacco industry? Is any of that, any tobacco grown just for that?
CC: Not particularly, not in this area. A few years ago, I believe the union workman in

Gallipolis had a plant up there that they bought tobacco. And they had farmers to grow their
tobacco up there.

WS : They had a union workman's factory
CC : That's right.

WS: Is it still operating?
CC : No, they ' ve gone out of business .

WS: They just grew for that one plant, then?
CC: Just that one plant.

WS : Was there a big difference in their chewing tobacco, as compared to the kind cigarette used?
CC: Yeah, they usually put heavier tobacco in che\ving tobacco.
WS : Did the plants look the same? Were there a difference in appearance?
CC : Oh, the plants, to look at the plants, they look about the same. Of course, in Kentucky now,

they grow a dark tobacco down there. And I guess they go in these dark cigars .

WS: What do you mean dark? A darker green or .. .. ?
CC: No, just dark. Almost black.

WS: After it cures up?
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CC : After it cures it's real dark . It will show up in the plant .

You can tell the difference in

plants.

WS: Can a tobacco farmer recognize .. .if he bought a thousand plants and someone could set it
out, can he recognize basically what type of tobacco it is?
CC: Not when you get away from that dark tobacco, [inaudible] . There's a lot of varieties of
tobacco. But looking at plants, they all look the same .

WS : How would a farmer know what he's setting up if he bought some seed? Just take the
[inaudible] .... word for it?
CC: He's taking his word for it. Most of these seed companies puts out good seed. I mean, they
put out what they're supposed to be .

WS: These seed companies, where do they get the seed? Do they have a special field where .... ?
CC: A special field to grow it.

WS : And they collect all the tops?
CC: You take Duncan's, they're a big seed company . Reichter's is a big seed company . They're
from over around Lexington, down Versailles. [inaudible] ....... get seeds.

WS : [inaudible]. .. the tobacco, once they get the seed off it, do they process it, cure and sell it?
CC: Process it and sell it.

WS: Who processes it for them? Do they have hired hands or do they ... ?
CC: They have hired hands . It's a big deal.

WS: Do they raise a lot of acreage?
CC: Oh, yeah.

WS: So they get the seed and the cash crop tobacco?
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CC: I would say Duncan or Reichter's either one, I would say they grow a hundred acres of
tobacco just for the seed.

WS: That's a lot. How many plots of ground would that be?
CC: Well, they'll make a lot of plots. Because they ' re crossing these tobaccos up, improving
them, and growing different varieties.

WS: Do they work with the government, Department of Agriculture? Or on their own?
CC: Well, it's sort of through the colleges or something. I don't know .

WS: Still goes on that way pretty intensely? (CC: Yes)
END OF SIDE 2 -TAPE 1- BEGIN TAPE 2

WS: .. .interview with Corbly Conrad of the Huntington in Pride Tobacco Market, Huntington,
WV , interviewed on May 15, 1984 by Wallace R. Stowers. Corbly Conrad was the floor boss for
forty-some years at Huntington Pride in Tobacco Market.
CC: . . .it was all hauled in by horse and wagons, see . Then on up in the early '30s they began
with trucks.

WS : About what time in the l 930's? Early or middle thirties or .. .?
CC: Well, the middle '3 0s it began trucks coming in .

WS : But when they started using trucks, were they big trucks, small trucks or...?
CC: Mostly ton trucks .

WS: One ton trucks?
CC: Yeah.

WS: Who drove the trucks?
CC: Farmers drove most of them. A lot of farmers had trucks, and while you hauled your
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tobacco in, then you'd haul the neighbors in and just like that. They all he! ped one another. And
there was a few haulers. Claude Carroll from Milton hauled a lot of tobacco. He was in the
trucking business.

WS: You say the trucking business. He hauled other things, produce and .... ?
CC: Yeah, he hauled anything. But he hauled a lot of tobacco in the winter time.

WS: Did he go to the farmers to haul tobacco, or did they come to him, or what?
CC : The farmers would bring it in to Milton, load it on his truck. Out in the country it was all

mud roads . He couldn't get out there much with a truck. They'd have to haul it in with horses
and wagons to get to the hard roads. Then they'd load it on trucks.

WS: So the tobacco was loaded twice?
CC: That's right.

WS: Were there any damage to the tobacco?
CC: No, they take pretty good care of it. Took real good care of it. They're proud of their

tobacco. Even though it didn't bring anything, they're still proud of it.

WS: It didn't bring too much during those years?
CC: No, fifteen to twenty-five cents. (WS: A pound?) Yeah.

WS : Did a lot of farmers have to go in debt for stuff like that?
CC : Oh, yeah, they ' d go in debt. Couldn't pay their fertilize bill.

WS: What happens if they do two or three years that way? Do they ... can't buy fertilizer again?
CC: Well, the fertilize man, he ' ll eventually lose it.

WS : Were there many fertilizer dealers?
CC : There were a lot of dealers. There were several dealers in Huntington, two or three in
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Milton, Hurricane, West Hamlin, Gallipolis, all them places all had fertili zers.

WS: [inaudible ] .... did they have local factories where they imported from the East coast?
CC: They'd come in on a railroad.

WS: The fertilizer places, were they all located along railroads or .... ?
CC: Yeah, all of them were . And the farmers would come into them towns with their wagons

and pick up the fertilizer and haul it back out in the country in the mud .

WS: Did they use different types of fertilizer or just.. ..
CC: Oh, yeah, they sold fe11ilizer with several different companies. Farmers, VC. Another

grade there is called fish fertilize. It was good .

WS: Fish fertilize. Are any of those companies still in business, do you know?
CC : Armour's is still in business. But it's mostly all new companies now.

WS : When the tobacco haulers would [inaudible] ... what's the name of that? The man from
Milton?
CC: Carroll, Clyde Carroll, yeah.

WS : When he hauled the tobacco in the truck, did he have a rider with him? Did the farmer ride
with him?
CC: Usually there might have been two or three farmers ride with him. He might have two or

three crops hauling it.

WS: Oh, in one truck?
CC: Yeah, he had a big long truck.

WS: So when the farmers brought their tobacco out of their, the mud roads to his place in
Milton, did he have a dock or warehouse or anything, or just...?
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CC: They just loaded it out there in the street in Milton. It was raining or snowing, it was bad.

WS: If it was raining or snowing, did they load it anyway?
CC : They loaded it anyway . They kept it covered up the best they could . It was rough.

WS: What'd they cover it with?
CC : They had some old tarps. Wasn't no such thing as plastic then. They done a good job.

WS : About how many haulers were around in Milton?
CC: Oh, there was two or three haulers around Milton. Wasn't nobody hauling much into

Hurricane or Gallipolis, because after mostly local farmers, they just hauled it right in the market
themselves.

WS : There were really small markets or ...
CC : Small, or as big as this over here . All them people around Griffithsville and West Hamlin

and Salt Rock and up in there, they all went to Hurricane, you see.

WS : And they hauled their own tobacco?
CC: Hauled their own tobacco .

WS: If someone hauled their tobacco, was there a charge for it or was it taken out in trade
or.. .how did they .... ?
CC: They charged them for it. Ifl'd haul your tobacco in there, I'd go in the office, say you were

going to give me a cent a pound, I'd go in the office and have the warehouse give me a check.
I'd pick up my money right there .

WS: Like one cent a pound to haul it?
CC: That was about the going price.

WS: Were there any hauling companies, trucking companies, all they did was haul tobacco?
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Would they have had to haul something else, too?
CC: No, they'd have to haul something else, because tobacco season only lasts about three

months, and then they have to work something else. They'd haul cattle and different things .
Timber.. .. (WS : Timber) .... lumber. They did a little of everything.

WS: Were any hauling-, any people haul with their, any fleet of trucks, like a half dozen trucks or
just ... about how many trucks did they have?
CC: No, I think maybe Carroll had two trucks. He was about the biggest trucker up in that

country in them days.

WS: When they hauled the tobacco, how long did it take to sell the tobacco, before the hauler
could go back to Milton or wherever he came from?
CC: It was about a good hard hours drive from Milton down here, the way the roads was then .

WS : But when the hauler brought in tobacco, did he unload at the market and go back?
CC: He'd unload it and go back, yeah.

WS : And the farmer stayed there by his tobacco?
CC: Well, usually he and two or three farmers would be there together and I would stay, maybe,

and look after your tobacco and another neighbor and you'd take my team and go back home.

WS : How long did the farmers sometimes have to wait to get their, get his check, to have his
tobacco sold?
CC: Oh, it'd take 'em three or four days .

WS : Three or four days? It was a good little wait, wasn't it?
CC: He might have to wait out there in the street for a week before he could get unloaded, to

start with .
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WS: Was there a lot of backup traffic and trucks?
CC: There was wagons parked all over the place .

WS : What'd they do? Just stand by the wagons all the time, or. .. ?
CC : They'd park their wagons and take their teams and put 'em in the barn and when it'd come

time to pull their wagon in, well, somebody'd hook a team to it and pull it in.

WS: You said they put the teams in the barn. There were barns around there? Stables?
CC: Had big barns.

WS: Who owned the barns? Tobacco market?
CC: Tobacco market.

WS : Were there stalls and everything in there?
CC: Oh, they were pretty nice barns. They had a place around there where you could buy hay for

your horses, big watering trough to water 'em It wasn't too bad .

WS : How far was the barn from the market?

CC: Well, there was a warehouse built over where the warehouse was. That warehouse on the

ieft over there, back in down there where the flea market was, there was a big barn right in there .
That's where the barn was.

WS: How big was this barn?
CC : Oh, I would say it was maybe fifty , seventy fe et wide and a hundred and something long. It

was a pretty big barn. It'd hold a lot of horses.

WS: About how many horses might be in there at one time, do you think? Was it always full,
half-full? Or. ... ?
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CC: Well, there'd be a lot of times there would be fifty to eighty horses in there.

WS : Pretty big place .
CC: It was busy.

WS: In those days, the tobacco market was kind of like a small community by itself or.. .. ?
CC: Oh, yeah. Yeah, itjust.. .. like going to the fair, going to the tobacco market back in them
days.

WS: Were there any celebrations or anything? Any musical.. .. ?
CC : No .

WS: What did the farmer do if you had several hundred people standing around waiting on
tobacco? What did they do to pass the time? Just talk and ... ?

CC: Just sit around there and talk and there was some big, what they called a dog house . We
called it a waiting room today. A great big room and a big pot-bellied stove in there, benches all
over the place. And they'd go in there and sit around and whittle and tell big tales . Get drunk
and get in a fight. They'd have a time .

WS: They wanted to just enjoy the whole thing.
CC: Yeah, they enjoyed it.

WS : Did any of their families come with them? Their kids or wives?
CC: Not many children around in them days, no women. You hardly ever seen a woman around.
Not like today.

WS: Do they have women coming to market today?
CC : Oh, a lot of women over at the markets now. They come in with the tobacco, bring the
tobacco in theirself. Their husbands, a lot of 'em are working and the women come in and pick
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up the check, be there the day it's sold and see that it's graded right and all that.
WS: Just like a man used to.
CC: Yeah.

WS: If you ever had to figure out or guess whatever, about when to women first start coming to

the market? Was it sudden or gradual...or about....?
CC: They kept coming up oh, after 19 and 50, the women started coming in more. And every

year you get a few more.
WS: Was that after a few years after World War II ended?
CC: Yes.

WS: Was it the first year that the women started showing up?
CC: They had a few come in. Every year there'd be a few more. A lot of women comes in now.

WS: You say few. What do you mean? Three or four or. .. ?
CC: Oh, maybe you'd see three or four in every day. Used to be. But now you'll 'lible to see 25,

50 women over there a day now.
WS: At any one time?
CC: Yeah.

WS: And do they know all the proper grading?
CC: They know the grading, you're not a kidding.

WS: What if they see someone, they think someone hasn't graded the way they wanted it graded?
CC: They' 11 get on the grader. They' re bad to get on the grader.

WS: Ready to fight type to straighten it out?
CC: Well, they'll fuss more with the grader than the men do.
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WS: How does the grader usually react to this?
CC : Oh, they'll explain to them and show ' em where they're right and sometimes they'll change

the grade. They mess up a grade every now and then.
WS : [inaudible]
CC: If they see where they graded wrong, they'll change it.
WS: Is there any kids come to marker nowadays?
CC: Lots of kids.
WS: Was there any kind of, certain year when you first started noticing kids coming to market?
CC: Well, a few used to come in all the way after the '30s, up in the middle '30s, children would

come in with their father, when they ' ll haul their tobacco in . Some of the boys .
WS: Any girls?
CC: Not many girls, but there's a lot of girls comes in now.
WS: Are there as many girls as boys coming in nowadays?
CC: No. But they have a big time now. They have the 4H and Future Farmers and all them

things. They have one special day for that. Just before they close down for Christmas. And that
is a big day .
WS: Oh, yeah, Henry mentioned, and I didn 't know about that. When did that first start, having

it one day?
CC: Oh, it's been going on for just a guess, I'd say ten years .
WS: The first year this went on, how did things .... ?
CC: Good .. They show the children how to grade tobacco, they grade it and give 'em prizes and

all them things, you know. Pretty interesting.
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WS: Do the kids ask a lot of questions?
CC : They ask a lot. And the government graders will grade out tobacco and put it in rows down

there. And all these children will get 'em a piece of paper. And they got to go down there and
look at every green and mark it on that sheet, what grade they call it. And then these government
graders will go over their papers and grade 'em and see how they grade 'em, to see if they know
anything about tobacco or not. It's interesting. They have a big time.
WS : Do any of these kids try any auction ... auctioneering?
CC: No. But there's a big crowd of ' em. They come in by the busloads.

WS: Oh, they're brought in, transported in together?
CC: Yeah, more comes out of Mason County than any place else. That Hannan High School out

Mason County, there's three or four busloads comes down from up there.
WS : It's a big tobacco area.
CC : Mason County is the biggest county in the state now. Of course, Lincoln County used to be.

But they, Lincoln County's lost out to Mason.
WS: When did this happen, that they lost out to Mason County? If you had to guess a year?
CC: Oh, I would say it was back in the '70s (WS: Early ... ?) Early ' 75. on. Mason County went

to growing more and Lincoln County was growing less.
WS: The gap between it was pretty deep?
CC : Oh, yeah.

WS: In the earlier days, did Mason County tobacco come to Huntington or Hurricane or where
did it go?
CC : It'd come to Huntington and go across, a whole lot of Mason County back there
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[inaudible] ... Gallipolis Ferry [West Virginia] and go to Gallipolis [Ohio].

WS: Why not necessarily here in Huntington?
CC: Because it was closer over there. See, Mason County's right up there agin the Gallipolis

Ferry. And they can get in to Gallipolis easier than they can down here. Big ferry boat there and
it'd take 'em right over. It was interesting.

WS: How many ferries were operating then, do you know?
CC: There was just one. But they kept it busy in tobacco season.

WS: They didn't add another ferry during tobacco season?
CC : No. People would go on there sometimes and there'd be six, seven, eight, or ten teams of

horses and big tobacco wagons on there going each way.

WS : Pretty active, too , wasn't it?
CC : Yes, it was.

WS: Was there any like tobacco markets going, extra police hired to make sure everyone didn't
get carried away fighting or arguing? Or did they just kind of.. .. ?
CC: They usually kept a couple police over here around the market, yeah.

WS: Were they foot patrolmen or riding?
CC: Foot patrolmen.

WS: Were they city or county or .... ?
CC: City.

WS: Huntington Police .
CC: Yeah. Sometimes they'd have a deputy sheriff around there.

WS: County deputy sheriff. You mean you had a deputy sheriff, plus city police?
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CC: Yeah.

WS : The Huntington Tobacco Market, did they ever have a watchman or guard?
CC : The Huntington Tobacco Market, they kept watchmen there all the time, both day and night.

WS: How many did they have? Do you know?
CC: Well, they'd have, they'd just work one, one an eight hour shift and another one. They had

three men work there eight hours .
WS : Even in the 1930's, they worked eight hour shifts?
CC: Yeah. And they had a clock [inaudible]..half a block down through the warehouse. The

watchman would go down there and stick his key in that clock. That's the way they checked to
see if he made his rounds. He ' d carry his clock and there was a key on every post where he was
supposed to check. He'd take that key ... and you could check to see whether he'd been there or
not.
WS: These watchmen, did they have uniforms or name plates or anything?
CC: No. Carry an old lantern. (WS: Lantern? Kerosene lantern?) Kerosene lantem ... for years.

And they finally got where they used flashlights. But they used kerosene lanterns for years.
WS: \Vere there any danger of fires carrying a lantern th.rough .... .?
CC : Well, they didn't have no trouble. But today, they would think there would be a lot of

danger in that. Because they'd just set it up on a pile of tobacco or anything, you know, and
think nothing about it. They'd think that'd be dangerous today.
WS: I guess it kind of seems logical, dry tobacco.... Never had any fires or anything like that?
CC: No, no fires.

WS : Some of these early watchmen or police officers, do you recall any names ? Did they spend
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twenty years or thirty years, doing this job, or. ... ?
CC: No, they'd just change 'em around, maybe one policeman would be there a week, and then

they'd send somebody else over there .
WS: Was this like extra duty or something?
CC: There was one policeman there, he was there several winters, old man Arthur.
WS: Was he a regular policeman?
CC: He was a regular policeman. He worked up there several winters.
WS : Did they do anything else besides patrolling or walking around? Did they ever load tobacco

or anything like that?
CC: No, nope. They just kept the trucks and the wagons straightened out.
WS: Oh, keep order, you mean? (CC : Yeah) Was there ever a bottleneck in the street of wagons

and stuff?
CC: Oh, sometimes they'd be.
WS: How do you straighten something like that out?
CC: You'd just have to pull 'em up and pull 'em around and put 'em back in line. They'd get

out of line sometimes. Somebody '.vouldn't want to '.vait hi s turn. He ' d pull up around
somebody. That's where you'd get a fight started.
WS: Tempers flare and everything.
CC: That's when you'd get a fight started, you're trying to go around somebody.
WS: How did someone calm 'em down? Did they have to pull somebody apart or did they ... ?
CC: Oh, they'd pull 'em apart and put 'em back in line. See, these wagons would be numbered.

When you come in the line out there, off 26 th Street off Third Avenue, there was a man out there
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to put a number on your wagon .

WS: Did he hand it or put in a ....
CC: He had a piece of chalk he marked your number on there. And then when you come out in

line and they called your number, you go in.

WS: After they started using trucks, did they mark the trucks the same way?
CC: Oh, yeah, we still mark the trucks yet today .

WS: Do you just put a chalk mark on it? So it's .. .systematic, you just read the number.
CC: Just read the numbers. Of course, they was pretty smart, some of 'em. There was one fella

come in there from Lincoln County. He got a number on his canvas and then he drove around
beside the warehouse and turned his canvas over and come back around again and had another
put on it. That give him an extra number, you see. Then when he would come back tomorrow
with another load, sometimes they'd go back home and come back the next day. Well, he'd have
that number already on his truck and he could drive right on in the next day, you see.

WS: That'd be pretty slick, the same time.
CC: Yeah, pretty smooth.

WS: Now, you said there was a man out in the street to put his chalk numbers on. How far away

from the market was he?
CC: Oh, he would be well, sometimes the wagons would be lined plumb out to Third A venue .

(WS: From the 26 th Street Market?) But he would start in down there right at the market,
wherever the line started. And as it kept backing up, he'd keep going on up the street.

WS: He stayed in the street all day long . Did anyone relieve him?
CC: Yeah, somebody would go out and relieve him to go get him something to eat or a drink of
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water.

WS: Be kind of cold in the winter time, wouldn't it?
CC: Then you'd get somebody out there a little bit crooked . And we've had that to happen. The

man marking numbers. And you'd come along and be a good friend of his, he 'd put you a small
number on, you wasn't supposed to have it.

WS: The other farmers, how did they take that?
CC : Well, they didn't like it.

WS: Did you have a lot of complaints from the farmers, like you were a floor boss . Did you get
a lot of people pestering you, a lot of petty things or big things or .... ?
CC: The floor boss, they was always complaining about something. There wasn't no way to

keep 'em all satisfied.

WS: Did you just kind of strike a balance?
CC: That's right. Wasn't no way you could satisfy all of 'em.

WS : Did they ever give you any piece of mind?
CC: Oh, they, I got along pretty good with 'em.

They'd get kind of mad sometimes and fuss

around. I'd get 'em straightened out, send 'em home.

WS : Did you get much rest during the tobacco season, during the market season?
CC: No, a lot of mornings I'd be over there at 5 o'clock in the morning . And a lot of times it'd

be ten that night before I'd get away from there .

WS: And that went on for how long?
CC: Ten, eleven weeks.

WS: You was kind of glad to see Christmas break come along, huh?
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CC: Sure was . Then I'd come home, see, at 10 o'clock, and maybe something would break

down or the roof would start leaking and something. And the night watchman would call me, I
might be back over there at 1 o'clock or midnight and go back and check it out and have to call
some more men

in.

WS: You said call more men in. You always had extra phone numbers to call in any emergency?
CC: Oh, yeah.

WS: About how many stand-by workers did you have? In case emergencies came up or
whatever?
CC: Oh, we'd have kind of fifteen that we could call out any time of night.

WS : Even 3 in the morning.
CC: [inaudible]

WS: Were they .....
CC: Well, the most of 'em were sleeping right there in the boarding houses . They were boarding

right there. I'd just go out and knock on the door and say, "Hey, Joe , get up, it's time to go to
work." They'd get up and come out.

WS: Were they specialized jobs that they had? Like patching roofs or.. .. ?
CC: Oh, they'd do anything. But these farmers that lived out, that had to come in of the

mornings, I couldn't call them . I ' d have to call somebody that lived in them houses right around
the warehouse there.

WS: You'd have to go knock on the door and wake 'em up?
CC: Yeah. Wasn't many telephones then.

WS: The boarding house didn't have a telephone?
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CC: No, not many of them.

WS: Did you ever get told to go away when someone didn't want to wake up or. ... ?
CC: No, I got 'em up all right. Most of these farmers are good people. Most people that worked

there were farmers.
WS: Worked at the tobacco market?
CC: A lot of 'em. They'd get their tobacco ready early and come on in and want to work a few

days. Good workers.
WS : There's always work to be done, I guess.
CC: Oh, yeah.

WS: How did you pay them? Hourly? By the day, week or. ...job?
CC: Paid 'em by the hour. Started out at well, I believe one time it was down around fifteen

cents and hour, then got up to a quarter. Thirty-five cents.
WS: This was the 1930s?
CC: 19, up in the '30s there, and then they got up to a dollar forty-five an hour.

WS : Pretty good wages . I know at the Reynolds packing room over there they was paying then a
dollar, paying them a dollar forty-five cents an hour. And they come out and formed a little
union and formed a strike. They wanted a nickel more an hour. They wanted fifty cents an hour.
Work ten hours, they'd make five dollars.
WS : That's at the Reynolds Packing?
CC: Reynolds Packing House, yeah.

WS : How long did that union group thing last?
CC: It didn't last long. They [inaudible]. .. and told them they'd give 'em extra and that settled it
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and they went on to work.
WS: This Reynolds Packing, what were they packing?
CC: Packing tobacco . All this tobacco goes off the market.
WS : Oh, you mean Reynolds, like R.J. Reynolds?
CC: Yeah, it was R.J.
WS: Oh. They had a packing company?
CC: Had a packing crew there. They had working 25 or 30 men working in there, packing all

this tobacco up.

It was put in barrels and shipped out to the companies or to storage.

WS: You said they put it in barrels, wooden ones, steel ones?
CC: Big wooden ones that holds a thousand, 1200 pounds.
WS: They put it in hogs head . When did they stop using that? Are they still using 'em?
CC: No, they stopped that. Over here they stopped using them barrels about five years ago.
WS : You said they were a thousand to 1200 pounds?
CC: That's what they used back then. Fill 'em up, run a press down 'em, press 'em down tight

and then fill 'em again and put the head in it and ship it out.
WS: How did they move it? Fork lift? Rolling it? Or dragging it?
CC: Well, back in them days they used a main strength and awkwardness. They rolled them out

and rolled them in the boxcar. Then in later years, they got tow motors and fork lift to handle it.
WS: The early ones, they didn't have an axle or thing they could ....
CC: They finally came out with a little two-wheel thing. They'd push one end of it over on, one

man would get behind it and push it over in the box car.
WS: About how many of these went in a box car?
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CC: Oh, 17 to 20 .

WS: How did they ... did they stack 'em in the box cars or .... ? They kept 'em on the edges? Did
they roll .... ?
CC: Yeah, kept 'em on the edges.

WS: That way you could lay it over flat ...... .
END OF SIDE 1 - TAPE 2 - BEGIN SIDE 2
CC: . . .Reynolds had a big packing room, American had a big packing room, [inaudible] ... had a

big packing room. There was a lot of men worked around there then.
WS: All these packing rooms, were they close to the market?
CC: Oh, yes.

WS : About where were they located? Were they on 26th Street?
CC: All on 26 th Street.

WS: When the tobacco market was off season, were these tobacco packing rooms, were they
closed down?
CC: Oh, yeah, they didn't have nothing to do.

WS: Do these companies mvn the buildings or rent them just for three months?
CC: They leased them from the warehouse.

WS: This was pretty much during the season?
CC: Yes.

WS : This packing room, did they ship all tobacco by rail? Did they use river or land?
CC: Oh, they were all shipped by rail.

WS: Is it still done today by rail? Or, do you know?
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CC: Mostly shipped by trucks today .

WS Trucks, you mean, what size trucks?
CC : All these big tractor trailers haul s it now.

WS: They don't use the big haul trips any more . Nowadays, what do they ship 'em in, pack 'em
in?
CC: Well, today from over here, they usually load these baskets of tobacco right on a truck, haul

out on the baskets. And they take it to the re-dryers and take it off and then they bring the
baskets back.

WS : Take it to the re-dryers? Here in Huntington?
CC: No. A pool gets most of the tobacco, the government now. They, it goes to Maysville to be

dried, there's a re-dryer down there .

WS : Where's that?
CC: Maysville, Kentucky.

WS: How big is that place? Just a little facility or whatever?
CC: Oh, it's an enormous place. Covers acres and acres.

WS: Like a small town, something?
CC: Big warehouses. And all the pool tobacco goes down there . And of course, Reynolds ships

theirs to that company and American goes to there.

WS: Did any of the tobacco companies, tobacco manufacturing companies, did they ever have
any cigarette factories here?
CC: Yeah. [inaudible] ... had a big factory over here. Out 26 1h Street, right beside the warehouse.

WS : Right close to the warehouse?
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CC: Yeah. Right up the right as you go up 26h Street.

WS: They had an actual cigarette factory there?
CC: Yeah, they made cigarettes there for several years.

WS: What brand of cigarettes did they make, do you know?
CC : Well, their leading brand in them days was Chesterfields.

WS: They made Chesterfields here?
CC: Yeah.

WS : Did they make other brands, or just that one?
CC: They made more than that one brand. But that was their main, that was their leading brand.

WS: Leading brand, you mean the company or of the Huntington part of it?
CC: That was the leading brand for [inaudible ]. .. in them days

WS: And they made Chesterfields here in Huntington?
CC : Then they had a big storage over here they stored thousands of [inaudible] .. .oftobacco over

there. Four or five stories high and had them rooms full.

WS: So when they bought the tobacco , it just went a block or two ...
CC: Just go across there, yes . l'Jo, they~d have to ship it out. They bought it. They didn't take it
in there green. They'd pack it up in hogsettes and ship it to the re-dryers . It had to be redried
and then brought back down . You can't store tobacco until after it's been re-dried. (WS: Why ?)
It won't keep.

WS: You mean it rots and mildews?
CC: It rots.

WS: I always figured you could .... .. mmmmh. If the farmer is selling his tobacco, he doesn't get
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the price he wants, he can take it home and come back next year, right?

CC: He can take it home, if he don't pile it up in too big a pile, it'll keep. It'll go through a
sweat, what we call a May sweat. Gets real wet, and then after it goes through that, it'll keep
from now on.

WS: If it doesn't make it through that. ...
CC: If it doesn't make it through that you've lost it.
WS : So maybe someone hoping to come back next year to sell the same crop at a higher price,
you take the chance of losing ....

CC: You could lose a whole crop.
WS : That would be something to think about, wouldn't it?
CC: But if he knows how ...these farmers are pretty well educated now. They can take it home

and put it on sticks and hang it up in the barn and let it go through the sweat and then take it
down, it'll keep .. .I suppose forever. You just go through that sweat one time .

WS: One time is all it takes . What about at the pool? The big government warehouses? If they
store it, do they have to re-dry it, or. ... ?
CC : They re-dry it. Re-dry it and then put it in a big storage bin.

WS: When these re-dryers, when were they first invented, do you know? Any idea?
CC:No.
WS: What I was wondering, do you know what they did before re-dryers were invented? Did
they have a cigarette industry then?
CC: Well, they'd hang this tobacco up and let it go through the sweat. We used to hang tobacco

up over here on sticks and let it go through the sweat. The warehouse was buying a lot of that
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tobacco for a penny a pound. And the farmers didn ' t actually get anything. The warehouse
couldn't sell it and they ' d have to put it on sticks and hang it up in the barn and it'd go through
the sweat and they'd put it in the hogsettes. They finally got it sold after keeping it a few years.
WS: You said they'd hang it up in the barn. Was there a tobacco barn at the market, too?
CC: They'd use the tobacco warehouses for the tie poles, like we do out on the farm to hang it

on.
WS : [inaudible]

during the summer months and stuff?
CC : Yes, through the month of May.

WS: Oh, is it just one month all it takes to sweat it? (CC: That's right) And then pack it in the

hogsettes, you just store it?
CC: Just stack it up .

WS : Where did they stack it? In the corner of the warehouse? Or in a separate building?
CC: They had a big building up there where they had several hundred [inaudible ] .. .in there.

WS : They'd keep it til they ' d sell it? How did they sell it? How do they keep trying to get

someone to buy it, or do they keep advertising? How do they ....
CC: Oh, yes, they put a grade on that barrel, what grade it is. And you come in and buy from

Reynolds or whoever it might be, they've got a letter on each barrel what grade is in that barrel.
They'll break a stave out then, and run a crow bar [inaudible] .. ... you can pull the handle of that
tobacco out of the barrel. And you can look and see if that's the grade you're looking for.
WS : What if you found the wrong type of grade or something or .. ..?
CC: You'd get back out. You don't have to take it. But they'd break a stave in that barrel, break
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out a hole. On a crow bar you'd pry that open [inaudible]. .. ...

WS: The tobacco was being stored or kept, when they finally sold it, was it usually when the
market was open or in the summer?
CC: They'd usually sell it in the summer.

WS: In the summer. Did they have tobacco buyers ... were they asked to come here and look at
this, or did they come when they needed?
CC: Well, they ... [inaudible] .... These companies all know where it's at. And they'll just call

them up and say they want to look at that tobacco again .

WS : It's just on the bulletin board by the [inaudible]. ...
CC: Yes. And all these company's got a list of it.

WS: All the other tobacco markets in North Carolina and all this, do they have the same thing
going on?
CC : They have the same thing. These companies rattles [inaudible]. ...

They know where all

this tobacco' s sitting around at. And if they need any of it, they know where to go.

WS : So the tobacco companies always had, if they need a fast supply of tobacco , they always had
a list they could just. .....
CC: That's right.

WS: Was this even done in the '30s?
CC: Oh, yes . That's when the most of that was done in the ' 30s. The warehouse hasn ' t stored

no tobacco over here since, since the ' 40s .

WS: When did .. .why did they stop?
CC: Well , the companies was buying. Tobacco was bringing more, and the warehouse didn't
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have to buy it.

WS: What about the tobacco pool, or government pool ? Was a list put out by the, I guess, by the
government? What grades we have available and all this?
CC: That's right.

WS: If a tobacco manufacturer wanted, he could always just ....
CC: Reynolds, well, we'll say Reynolds Tobacco Company needs half a million pounds of B3F
or Xl Lor whatever grade he might need, they will just call the pool and tell them to ship them so
much of that tobacco, whatever grade they want.

WS : At what price? They offer a price, what they pay for it, or. .... ?
CC: Well, the pool will tell them what they got to have for it.

WS: So the pool, whatever. ...enough to keep them going in the red, is that what they usually ask
for?
CC: They try to get just enough to stay even.

WS : Pool never tries to make any ....
CC: Pool hardly ever makes any money .
WS:

.fl1J,. s

long as they don, t go broke at it.

CC: I've had tobacco go in the pool off my farm a few times, and they ' d get it so high, maybe I
made a little money . Maybe I'd get a little check. I've got checks for eighty cents to $25.

WS: That extra difference is what they .....
CC: Yes, between what they pay me and what they sold it for.

WS: Pretty fair system, isn ' t it?
CC: Yeah, it's fair. But they just try to get enough to keep from going broke.
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WS: This pool idea, who came up with that idea, do you know? Was it a national agriculture

person or someone local or someone in the tobacco business?
CC: I would think some of them big tobacco people in Kentucky thought this up. Of course,

they had a pool back in the late '20s. But then it went broke. It didn't survive a year or two.
WS: Was it government or private pool or .... ?
CC: It was sort of a private thing. It didn't last long.

WS: It failed, what, they didn 't have money to keep it going or .... ?
CC: Well, they couldn't get everybody together. It was private. Part of the farmers wanted to

put their tobacco in the pool. And maybe the other half wanted to sell theirs on the auction. And
they, it wouldn't work.
WS: When it failed, the tobacco that was already in the pool, what happened to that tobacco?

Just put it on the market?
CC: Have to put it on the market, yes .

WS : This ... the earliest pool, where was it located, do you know? The warehouses?
CC : It was in all burley . An all burley market; they had a pool. Pool people come through the

country in the summer signing the farmers up to go in the pool. ~t\nd everybody \Vouldn 't sign

up. My father wouldn't sign up. He said he didn't believe in it. He thought it was crooked.
WS : You ever heard him talk about how many did sign up for it?
CC : Oh, about half of 'em did sign up for it.

WS: You ever heard any numbers about how many farmers it was?
CC: No, I wouldn ' t know about the numbers.

WS : Would you say it's in the thousands or tens of thousands?
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CC: I would say it would be in the thousands up in this area.

WS: Then they covered Kentucky and Ohio?
CC: Kentucky and Ohio and Tennessee.

WS : It would have been a big pool.
CC : It was a big pool.

WS : You said that men went around trying to get farmers to sign up. The men that went around
signing up in the summer, was that their only job, then? Was it a full time job to get all the farms
signed up?
CC: Well, they was getting something out of it some way. I never did understand it. But I was

like my father, I thought there was somebody trying to do something to somebody.

WS: The people running the pool, did you ever hear, were they farmers or city people or. .. .?
CC : Yeah, they was big farmers .

WS: What do you mean, big farmers? Like huge estates or ... .?
CC: Yes, they was, there wasn't nobody much big enough in West Virginia to run it. Most of it

comes out of Kentucky .

WS: You're talking about how many acres?
CC: Oh, a farmer down there would have a hundred acres or more . He would probably be

interested in it.

WS: A hundred acres of tobacco?
CC: Yes.

WS: It'd be a pretty good cash crop, wouldn't it?
CC: Yes . But seemed there was always small growers in West Virginia.
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WS: But when the original pool failed, did it try to come back years later? Or did it ever try to
come back?
CC : It was several years, then the government put a support price on it, made us, put us on an
acreage base.

WS: You think the government may have formed the pool because the first pool had a good
idea? Or do you ever wonder why the government. ... ?

CC: Yes, but this last one was a lot better. But the government put a support price on tobacco .
They put us on a acreage base, try to get this (inaudible ]. ...... growing too much tobacco, more
than the companies would buy.

WS: This means they would pay less?
CC : So they were trying to get the (inaudible ]. ... where the company would take it all. Then they
done away with the acreage and put us on a pound base. Which a pound base is a lot better.

WS: They went to this pound base, what? How many years ago?
CC: Oh, eight or ten years, I guess. See, when we was on acreage, if your tobacco would get
burnt out or you would have a flood and you'd get it all washed away , you washed, you've lost it.
You can't make it up. On the pound basis, if your short this year, yo u can carry over the pounds
to next years crop and make it up next year.

WS: How many years are you allowed to carry over?
CC : I believe it 's about three years.

WS: If it's a certain number of pounds, you can't go over it?
CC: Say you're allowed a thousand pounds, you only grow five hundred this year. You'll have
five hundred to carry over next year.
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WS: So if three years in a row you've got an extra fifteen hundred pounds?
CC: That's right.

And if you've got to make it up and you don't make it up, they'll cut you back

down to your thousand pounds again.

WS: Do you know many farmers that carry over the poundage?
CC: Oh, yeah, there's a lot of them that carries over.

WS : What if someone in any one year had too many pounds? Is he allowed to sell those extra
twenty pounds or three hundred pounds? He can ' t sell it?
CC: If you go over in poundage, say you're in Cabell County. See, I was a thousand pounds over

my allotment. And you was a thousand pounds short, I can go up there and lease a thousand
pounds from you, pay you ten cents a pound or twenty cents, whatever we agreed on. And you
can lease that from me and [inaudible] ... for that one year.

WS: It's relative to the .. ..
CC: Yes, it's got to be in the same county. You couldn't lease tobacco out of Cabell County

over in Wayne County.

WS: How come you can't do that, do you know?
CC : You've got to stay in the county .

WS: Do you ever wonder why? Was it for bookkeeping reasons, or just... ?
CC: Bookkeeping probably .

WS: To prevent a big mess up.
CC: A big mess up .

WS: When you first started working at the tobacco market, about how many men worked at the
market, like the first year, do you know?
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CC: Oh, there would be working all the way from 65 to a hundred, depending on how crowded

we was.
WS: Say you had 65 working in November. In December did you have, what was it? The
fluctuation, if you're cut back one week then hired some more the next week? Was it...what was
the number of men this fluctuation might represent? Like one week you have 65, the next 85.
Would you suddenly go up into .. ..
CC: Yes. You would have a good idea, I would, about how crowded we were going to be say

next week. And I'd say, "Boys, I'm going to let twenty of you off this week. We're going to be
short of tobacco. The following week I was this twenty back here. And then the next week, I' II
pick out another twenty men and let them off." So give 'em all some work.
WS: Oh. It was all pre-planned, instead of. .. you didn ' t just react to whatever happened that day
or something?
CC: No.

WS: I thought maybe if you got swamped, you said you'd hire twenty men, you planned ....
CC: Well, you would, if you really got swamped, you just went out there and hire you twenty of

them farmers standing around out there. And there was plenty of them there to go to work any
time. If they only worked one day.
WS: What about [inaudible] ... you're working there? Is that about the same number of men?
CC: About the same.

WS: Ten years after you're working there, would it still be sixty-five or a hundred?
CC: Yeah, but it's cut down a way .. .in the last ten years it' s been cut a lot.

WS: Where they mechanized it? Machines?
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CC: Well, they're handling tobacco different, handling it, putting it on stakes.

WS: Is the tobacco market, are they still charging a percentage or so much per pound? Over the
years have they ever been like changes in what the farmer sells tobacco ... ?
CC: Well, it keeps going up every year, the charges.

WS: The percentages or flat rates or do you know?
CC: Well, you have a flat rate there, so much a pound and then a commission. And the more the

tobacco brings, the higher your commission is, you see.

WS : In addition to the flat rate? I mean, so much per pound.
CC : So it'd cost you, the commission now will run any place from seven to ten percent. Cause

seven to ten, that's pound. Depends on how much your tobacco brings. The higher your tobacco
sells, the more commission.

WS : Say in the l 930's, was it the same rate system?
CC: It was pretty much flat rate then, penny a pound for selling it.

WS: Penny a pound, flat rate .
CC: If it brought a quarter a pound, it was pennies , if it brought a nickel a pound, it was penny,

flat rate .

WS: What if it brought a penny a pound?
CC: The warehouse took the penny, and the farmer didn ' t get anything.

WS : That's [inaudible] .... (CC: That's right)

When did the commission rate first come in, do

you know? Did it come in suddenly or experimental .....
CC: No, every year, on up in the '40s, commissions began to change. Every year they'd get a

little higher. Of course, they was paying more wages all along.
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WS: Do you happen to know where other markets in North Carolina, Virginia, were they
changing their rates at the same time ?
CC : They were all changing about the same time. As the wages would go up , the more they

charged to sell tobacco. And taxes, all kinds of, all your bills was going up. They charged more.

WS : They charged taxes down here ... how many parts of branches of the government collect taxes
from any sale of tobacco? Does the federal government collect taxes on tobacco sold?
CC: They don't collect no tax on what's sold over here, no.

WS : Does the state government collect taxes on it?
CC: I believe there's a B & 0 tax, state fits in there somewhere.

WS: Does the county or city collect any taxes?
CC : No .

WS: They don't have any sales tax or anything?
CC : Uh-huh.

WS: Since you've been working there, who licenses the Huntington Tobacco Market? Does it
have to have city licenses, county, state, or is it federal?
CC : You have to have state li censes .

WS: State licenses . What type of licenses is it? Is it a business license? Or is it agricultural?
CC : I would think it would be a business license.

Even the scale man over here has to have a

license, like Odell. He has to get a license from the state to before he's allowed to weigh tobacco .

WS: Kind of like he's a contractor or.. .. ?
CC: He gets a license.

WS : Huntington Tobacco Market, they're independent...what? Business units or whatever it's
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called? Like the weigh men are considered independent?
CC: Well, he works for a tobacco company. But he's got to have [inaudible] ... that 's the law.

WS : Are there any other.. ... ?
CC: Even the government graders that comes in here, they've got to get a grading license from

the state. The auctioneer's got to get an auctioneer's license.

WS: Each state they're in, they've got to get one. These licenses run, do you have to renew them
every year? Or .... ?
CC: Every year.

WS : For example, an auctioneer going to eight different-, six different states ....
CC: He's got to get a license.

WS: His licenses, can he get them through the mail or .... ?
CC: Oh, yeah.

WS : [inaudible]
CC: I don't have to have no license. Because I get work under a contract. I do the job for so

many thousands of dollars a year. (WS: Oh, a flat rate?)

WS: So that means, every year that you're back there, you' re contracted or. ... ?
CC : I'll go over there next fall, they'll call me up , wanting me to come in to work. I'll go in and

tell Mr. Lakey, I'll say, "Well, Lake, ifI come back this year, I've got to have a certain amount of
money."

WS: [inaudible] ....
CC: We never signed no contract.

We just have a .....

WS : Verbal, your word.
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CC: I never had no trouble with 'em. And I never asked 'em for, when I tell 'em what I want,

that's all. They never say, "Well, it's too much ." They never give me no argument.

WS: When you .. even years ago, the '30s and '40s, was it done the same way?
CC : Yes.

Time changes every year I grade.

WS : Uh, all the other tobacco markets aro und the country, are they set up the same way?
CC : Pretty much the same way, yeah.

WS: Is there only one floor boss for each market, or ....
CC : Yes.

WS: Do you have any, anyone directly under you, like a sub-floor boss, or .... ?
CC: Oh, yes.

WS: Second grader floor bosses? About how many do you have working out here that you're in
charge of?
CC : Oh, I might have four or five around to look after, do different things.....

I have to be

around to see that everything' s going right.

WS: And these four or five, do they have a name for the job?
CC : No, I just point out certain things I \Vant them to do and that' s it.

WS : Some of these things you want done, for example, like what? Moving something?
CC: See that the trucks stays in line, see that the tobacco's lined on the floor right, all different

things .

WS : When, you said the earlier years, the police departments, the deputy sheriff and night or day
watchmen, did they ever do some of those things that.. .. ?
CC: No .
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WS: I was wondering if they had double purposes or. .... ?

CC: No, they didn't have nothing to do with the tobacco. Just keeping things straight. Keep the
farmers in place.
WS: And keep ...

CC : Yeah, keep, whether they get in or out.
WS : Well, I thank you.

END OF INTERVIEW
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